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GIS Lab #2 Submissions are Graded

• Noticeable improvement in lab quality: labs very well done

• GIS Lab #2 Average Grade: 87.7% (GIS Lab #1 was 81.6%)

• Weakest part was the final report narrative, but even there the 

average score was good: 85.5%

• Again, this final report narrative grade was up from the same 

grade in GIS Lab #1: 82.3% (noticeable improvement)

• Keep up the good work as you turn your attention to the initial 

report for your semester project: some skills/ideas definitely 

transfer from your GIS labs to the project reports

• But be aware that the initial project report is also different 

from the labs in important ways This Week’s Business Case Study: 

La Quinta Inn & Suites

565 Hotels 1,118 Hotels

Discussion theme for today is business expansion…
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La Quinta System Map

Old LQ Inn (decades 

old; as of 2013 it 

became a Motel 6)

Denton’s current 

LQ Inn & Suites 

(opened in 2010)

La Quinta in Denton
New LQ Locations, 2018
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La Quinta Investor Webpage from 2015… But then as of 2018…

But then as of 2018…

Q: Why might Wyndham 

and La Quinta have been 

interested in completing 

this deal?

Week 7

Retail Growth Strategy Alternatives

Growth Strategies

 This week: looking at how retail firms 

grow and expand

 This issue relates what happens after the 

first few locations are up and operating, 

presumably with some success

 If initial success is great enough, the next 

thought of management is generally “let’s 

do it again” (and why not?)

Growth Strategies

 There are both positives and negatives to 

consider with a growth strategy

 Plus: the firm can gain economies of scale 

from growth (such as better deals with larger 

purchases from suppliers)

 Minus: the firm can encounter unexpected 

costs from expansion that can counteract any 

efficiencies gained from size (bigger 

businesses are more difficult to operate and to 

change when things do go wrong)
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Growth Strategies

 As with growth in general, each one of the 

methods used to achieve growth come 

with their own characteristic strengths 

and weaknesses

 Survey four retail growth mechanisms

 1. organic growth

 2. mergers and acquisitions

 3. franchising

 4. joint ventures/strategic alliances

1. Organic Growth

 The most widely-used growth strategy

 Opening new outlets that the firm itself owns 

or rents: internally-generated expansion

 Often a slow process, as this is expensive

 Small firms often grow this way: first step is 

going from one to two locations

 Can pick up speed with growth if great 

success is met (growth finances more growth)

 Can have a cyclical nature, with periods of fast 

expansion as opportunity and money coincide

1. Organic Growth

 Q: what do you think a retailer should 

be concerned about if they decide to 

grow organically?

 Any potential dangers you can identify?

1. Organic Growth

 Two primary types of organic growth

 1. Hierarchical: opening new locations in 

larger places first, smaller places later

 Strategy is important here: which larger places do 

you choose first?

 Selecting a large place also effectively selects a 

broader region for further expansion

Let’s see this in action with the following 

expansion scenario…

Kansas 

City

Dallas

Initial 

Growth 

Region

Expansion 

Region

Denver

Another 

Expansion 

Region

Now, let’s look at another real world example 

(one that is somewhat messy)…
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Smiling Moose Deli

Fargo, ND

First 

restaurant 

in Denver

Smiling Moose Deli

Early expansion: 

• Targeted specific 

large and small cities 

in the western US

• Some in the Denver 

region, but others not 

necessarily close to 

Denver

Two D-FW 

locations
• Denton & 

Arlington

Smiling Moose Deli

X
D-FW 

locations 

closed

Smiling Moose Deli

Later…

• More expansion, but 

focus on specific cities in 

the northern plains (not 

necessarily close to 

Denver)

• Also some additional, 

minor retrenchment in 

the Denver area

X

Smiling Moose Deli

1. Organic Growth

 Two primary types of organic growth

 2. Contagious: spreading out simply from your 

start place to other nearby places

Walmart provides the single biggest and 

best example of this expansion sub-type
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Walmart Stores Opened up to 1965

Red = New Store

Walmart Stores Opened 1966-1970

Red = New Store

Black = Existing Store

Walmart Stores Opened 1971-1975

Red = New Store

Black = Existing Store

Walmart Stores Opened 1976-1980

Red = New Store

Black = Existing Store

Walmart Stores Opened 1981-1985

Red = New Store

Black = Existing Store

Walmart Stores Opened 1986-1990

Red = New Store

Black = Existing Store
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Walmart Stores Opened 1991-1995

Red = New Store

Black = Existing Store

Walmart Stores Opened 1996-2000

Red = New Store

Black = Existing Store

Walmart Stores Opened 2001-2006

Red = New Store

Black = Existing Store

Walmart Stores Opened 2001-2006

Walmart has engaged in a clear 

process of radial store expansion

outward from Arkansas

Red = New Store

Black = Existing Store

1. Organic Growth

 Two primary types of organic growth

 2. Contagious: spreading out simply from your 

start place to other nearby places

 Strategy is also important here: why do you think 

you might do this rather than a “hierarchical spread” 

strategy?

 Any ideas on when “hierarchical spread” might be 

preferable, and when “contagious spread” might be 

a better idea?

1. Organic Growth

 Two primary types of organic growth

 2. Contagious: spreading out simply from your 

start place to other nearby places

 Strategy is also important here: why do you think 

you might do this rather than a “hierarchical spread” 

strategy?

 Any ideas on when “hierarchical spread” might be 

preferable, and when “contagious spread” might be 

a better idea?

The restaurant chain Panera Bread provides 

another excellent real-world (and complex) 

example of growth at the national level.

One of my past master’s students was a real 

estate analyst for Panera for several years, 

and created a video to illustrate their initial 

expansion, starting from St Louis.
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1. Organic Growth

 Two primary types of organic growth

 2. Contagious: spreading out simply from your 

start place to other nearby places

 Strategy is also important here: why do you think 

you might do this rather than a “hierarchical spread” 

strategy?

 Any ideas on when “hierarchical spread” might be 

preferable, and when “contagious spread” might be 

a better idea?

The restaurant chain Panera Bread provides 

another excellent real-world (and complex) 

example of growth at the national level.

One of my past master’s students was a real 

estate analyst for Panera for several years, 

and created a video to illustrate their initial 

expansion, starting from St Louis.

It is clear that there are multiple 

expansion paths, even among 

businesses that have achieved 

extremely high growth rates

Comparison of the initial expansion trajectories of Target 

and Walmart: how can we characterize the two?

1960s 1960s

1970s1970s

20062006

Comparison of the initial expansion trajectories of Target 

and Walmart: how can we characterize the two?

Target Wal-Mart

First 100 Stores

1960s

Comparison of the initial expansion trajectories of Target 

and Walmart: how can we characterize the two?

Target Wal-Mart

First 500 Stores

1970s

Comparison of the initial expansion trajectories of Target 

and Walmart: how can we characterize the two?

Target Wal-Mart

All Stores by 2006

2006

2. Mergers and Acquisitions

 If organic growth is “growing internally”, 

expansion by M&A could be called 

“buying growth”

 Merger: combining one company with another 

to form a new, third corporate identity (can’t 

call it one company buying another – more a 

combination of equals)

 Acquisition: one company simply buying 

another company
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2. Mergers and Acquisitions

 With acquisition, there is the question 

about what happens to the “bought” firm’s 

identity

 Takeover: a firm is bought, but continues on 

under its previous name (just with new 

ownership)

 In other circumstances, a firm might be bought 

by another and the acquiring firm uses its own 

identity for the whole operation (the “acquired 

firm identity” is lost)

2. Mergers and Acquisitions

 Great example: J.P. Morgan Chase and 

Washington Mutual

 JPMC acquired WaMu in the midst of the 

financial collapse of 2008 – why?

2. Mergers and Acquisitions

 A “half-way” case: American Motors

 AMC was a failing automaker (America’s 

fourth-largest), bought by Chrysler in 1987

 Chrysler did away with the American Motors 

identity immediately (no separate AMC 

division)

 However, AMC’s “Jeep” brand remains a very 

successful part of Chrysler to this day

2. Mergers and Acquisitions

 Q: what’s the advantage of growing 

through M&A?

 Why not growth just through organic growth?

 When would you, as an acquiring firm, want to 

keep the identity of what you purchased, and 

when would you want to discard that identity

and put your own identity on the whole 

operation?

2. Mergers and Acquisitions

 Your reading goes into more detail on the 

stages of the M&A process (read this)

 Basic idea: need to evaluate the fit between a 

prospective acquisition and your own firm, and 

manage the transition well once you’ve made 

the decision to buy

 Geography plays an important role in this 

evaluation and integration process

 Q: How so? Why does location matter when 

you bring together two firms?

2. Mergers and Acquisitions

 Example: Eckerd
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2. Mergers and Acquisitions

 Example: Eckerd

 Drugstore chain bought by the Canadian drug 

retailer Jean Coutu in 2004

 Eckerd was sold to Coutu by JC Penney, 

which had itself bought the chain in 1996

 Coutu bought Eckerd in 2004 because it 

wanted to expand its operations in the US, 

and Eckerd had stores in many regions Coutu 

wanted to go to

2. Mergers and Acquisitions

 Example: Eckerd

 But, some of Eckerd stores were in regions 

where Coutu did not want to go (such as 

Texas – too far from Coutu’s northeast core)

 Solution: sell TX Eckerd stores to CVS, which 

did want to expand here (good location fit)

A former Texas 

Eckerd’s location, 

now a CVS

2. Mergers and Acquisitions

 Example: Eckerd

 After that: Coutu sold Eckerd to the even 

bigger US pharmacy retailer Rite Aid in 

exchange for shares in Rite Aid

 Coutu became the single largest shareholder

in Rite Aid

3. Franchising

 Another way to grow through external 

sources

 Organic growth and M&A growth both put all 

of the risk on the firm that wants to grow

 Organic: initial outlay to open locations, risk of 

failure of these new outlets

 M&A: outlay to purchase another firm to gain 

locations, risk of failure if new locations don’t work

 Sometimes, firms need to share some of the 

risk that comes with growth: can’t afford to 

finance it all themselves 

3. Franchising

 Franchising is simply getting others to 

own and run your new locations for you

 Benefit to the firm offering the franchise (e.g. 

McDonald’s): they don’t have to finance the 

building of every new store

 Benefit to the firm buying the franchise (the 

local operator of the chain): they purchase a 

business model that is already developed

 Organic growth can be combined with 

franchising: “corporate locations” plus 

“franchised locations” are quite common

3. Franchising

 Sometimes, franchise purchasers actually 

contribute back to the development of the 

main business model

 Example: McDonald’s in Dallas, developed by 

local entrepreneur Ed Bailey (owned 61 stores)

 Increased sales above what McDonald’s could 

do in its corporate outlets in the area

 Radical idea: make McDonald’s a nice (or at 

least novel/interesting) place for both adults and 

children to eat
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Ed Bailey in one of his McDonald’s locations 

(picture from the Dallas Morning News)

Typical “pre-Ed Bailey” McDonald’s interior

An Ed Bailey McDonald’s interior An Ed Bailey McDonald’s interior

Bailey invested a lot in his physical locations, 

and he got that investment back (and more) in 

increased returns

McDonald’s has taken Bailey’s insights to its 

newest stores, and his work has inspired 

chain-wide redevelopment efforts worldwide
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3. Franchising

 Different approaches to franchising lead 

to different degrees of flexibility, and 

different geographic issues

 Direct franchising: firm sells individual 

franchises to local operators

 Master franchise agreements: firm sells rights 

to a given territory (purchaser can develop 

stores within a region, not just a single 

location)

 Q: Geographically, what does this difference 

mean for business planning?

4. Joint Ventures & Alliances

 A final alternative for a growth-seeking 

firm

 It doesn’t want organic growth because it 

would be too large an investment

 It doesn’t want to buy another firm because of 

investment size and difficulties in managing a 

new combined entity

 It doesn’t want to franchise and deal with 

many local operators

 What can the firm do?

4. Joint Ventures & Alliances

 A joint venture is a strategic partnership 

between two or more firms

 No ownership change – each partner remains 

an independent business

 No issues relating to combining the operations 

of two firms into one

 However, a joint venture does provide the 

benefit of splitting the risk – each firm 

contributes to the partnership

 A good JV brings together firms that each 

provide what their partner lacks

4. Joint Ventures & Alliances

 Example from reading: Wal-Mart and Cifra

 Wal-Mart wanted to expand internationally but 

lacked local knowledge of markets in various 

world regions

 Cifra (a Mexican retailer) wanted to protect its 

position and become even more efficient

 Wal-Mart contributed expertise in running an 

efficient distribution system, while Cifra 

contributed knowledge of the Latin American 

marketplace (a win-win)

4. Joint Ventures & Alliances

 Example from reading: Wal-Mart and Cifra

 Wal-Mart eventually bought out Cifra to gain 

control of the entire business (so it wasn’t 

actually a joint venture any more)

 Cifra became “Wal-Mart de México”, operating 

a variety of store types and names in Mexico

 Bodega Aurrera, Superama (food stores)

 Vips (a restaurant chain)

 Suburbia (a clothing chain)

 Sam’s Club, Wal-Mart Supercenter (as in the US)

Combined Strategies

 Sometimes the best idea is to combine all 

of the strategies

 Example: 7-Eleven and its current growth 

strategy
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Combined Strategies

 Example: 7-Eleven

 One key example of this growth was 7-Eleven’s 

purchase of White Hen Pantry, a convenience 

store chain that was based in Illinois

 This purchase doubled 7-Eleven’s size in the 

Chicago region from less than 200 to over 400 

stores: a big jump in regional presence

 Also, 7-Eleven bought 1,100 stores in 18 states 

from Sunoco in 2017, and plans to go from 10,000 

total U.S. stores in 2017 to 20,000 by 2029

Combined Strategies

 Example: 7-Eleven

 Future expansion at 7-Eleven is coming 

through diverse approaches

 1. inviting current store operators at corporate 

locations to become franchise owners

 2. more acquisitions of regional store chains

 3. building more stores in selected markets 

themselves (organic growth)

Combined Strategies

 Example: 7-Eleven

 Q: why do you think 7-Eleven is doing this?

 What’s the “plus” in building, buying, and 

converting operators to franchise owners?

Sometimes chain growth and acquisition can 

lead to some interesting situations

Q: Is there any way this could be a good long-

term configuration of stores?

Sometimes chain growth and acquisition can 

lead to some interesting situations

Starbucks in downtown Seattle (24 locations)

Starbucks 

Location

One Last Consideration

 A retailer can use any of the four growth 

methods and still have issues in another 

common area: physical distribution

 All retail and restaurant chains need to consider 

the location of suppliers and distribution centers

as much as their actual consumer contact points 

(remember our discussion of what “marketing” 

actually includes)

 In some cases, distribution considerations can 

actually override a retailer’s market-based location 

preferences

 They want to expand to certain regions, but can’t
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One Last Consideration

 Example: Dunkin’ Donuts

One Last Consideration

 Example: Dunkin’ Donuts

 A New England-based chain of coffee-and-

donut shops founded in 1950

 Originally, a working-class hangout: a donut 

shop that also sold coffee

 However, in recent years the chain has 

undergone a transformation

 As of 2014, coffee and other drinks accounted 

for 63% of sales: Dunkin’ has become a coffee 

shop that also happens to sell donuts

One Last Consideration

 Example: Dunkin’ Donuts

 Sales were up 26% from 2012-2016, with its store 

numbers going from 7,306 (2012) to 8,828 

locations (2016)

 Goals: expand from its original concentration in 

the northeast to eventually cover the US, going 

from 5,000 locations (2006) to 15,000 (by 2020)

 Many issues: strong coffee competition 

(Starbuck’s at the high end, McDonald’s and 

Burger King at the low end, Tim Horton’s in Ohio, 

Michigan, New York)

One Last Consideration

 Example: Dunkin’ Donuts

 One big challenge is supporting this expansion

 Dunkin’ Donuts has a methodical, 

geographically-informed growth plan

 In 2006, only 60 stores of 5,000 were west of 

the Mississippi River, but the biggest planned 

growth markets are mainly in the west

 For example: as of 2017, there were 37 stores 

in D-FW alone (up from 10 in 2006)

So it’s all going well, right? 

Well, let’s see…

Dunkin’ Donuts: D-FW Locations in 2019

Do you see a pattern?          

What’s their strategy?

Evidence things 

are not all going 

well: 20 D-FW 

stores in 2019 (I 

just said there 

were 37 in 2017)

One Last Consideration

 Example: Dunkin’ Donuts

 The company started its major expansion in 

Cincinnati, Cleveland, Charlotte: places that 

are close to the existing distribution network

 In coming years: further into the Midwest, 

South, Southwest, and West Coast
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Dunkin’ Donuts 

Expansion Plan, 

2006-2020

Initial core 

markets
Dunkin’ Donuts 

Expansion Plan, 

2006-2020

Next wave of 

expansion

Dunkin’ Donuts 

Expansion Plan, 

2006-2020 Distribution 

centers for the 

westward push

Dallas

Phoenix

Las Vegas

Dunkin’ Donuts 

Expansion Plan, 

2006-2020

Source: https://blogs.esri.com/esri/arcgis/2017/05/26/starbucks-vs-dunkin-donuts-mega-map-blast/

One Perspective on Dunkin’s Progress: 

Sales Rate by Market, 2017

Dunkin’ Donuts Sales Rate

Source: https://blogs.esri.com/esri/arcgis/2017/05/26/starbucks-vs-dunkin-donuts-mega-map-blast/

Comparison with Starbucks:

Sales Rate by Market, 2017

Starbucks Sales Rate
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Source: Dunkin’ Donuts

Another Perspective on Dunkin’s Geographic 

Expansion: Operational Regions

Source: Dunkin’ Donuts

Other North Texas Examples

A few other retailers with major distribution center 

facilities in North Texas:

• Aldi

• JCPenney

• Kohl’s

• Kroger

• Petsmart

• Target

• Tom Thumb

• Toys R Us

• Walmart


